Success Pact Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
Work Location – Noida
Company - http://successpact.com
Job Role – Team Lead – Recruiter
There has been a lot of news recently about how the top IT companies in India are on a hiring spree. With
the increase in the number of e-commerce, internet and software companies and a growth spurt in the
number of start-ups in IT space, there is a huge demand for engineers. With this, there is an increased
demand for recruitment professionals too.
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Strong Knowledge of software technology
Manage candidate’s database
End to end recruitment process
Strong candidate’s network
Perfect written and spoken English, and extremely strong communication and people skills.
3+ years of recruitment experience, preferably from software product companies
Experience recruiting for a variety of functions into technology
Exceptional ability to multi-task and handle a high volume of clients
Proven ability to operate in a fast-paced environment
To excel at this position, you must be extremely intelligent, energetic, and proactive.
You must be a self-starter with lots of initiative and creativity.
Outstanding interpersonal and organizational skills.

About us Success Pact Consulting Pvt. Ltd. has been a trusted partner for many established, mid-sized and start-up
companies in India. We have successfully staffed engineering positions in many successful software
product companies.
Success Pact mission is to remain a recognized leader in providing premier professional engineering and
hiring solutions for industry. We are committed to supporting our client’s requirements by delivering cost
effective, ethical, reliable, and high-quality resources with strategic value, while sustaining a challenging
and rewarding work environment for our greatest asset, our employees.
We are start-up aficionado and building a team of technologist recruiters. Combination of human
intelligence with software product hiring space is named Success Pact. We love to facilitate our
employees with this aim to be highfliers for other enthusiastic.

